
 

 

THE HISTORY OF THE ATOM 
 
The History of The Atom  
• The idea of an atomic theory is more than 2000 years old.  
• Until recently, scientists had never seen evidence of atoms.  
• Democritus (460-400BC), a Greek philosopher, first thought 
that the universe was made up of very small particle and named 
them “atomos”, meaning indivisible.  
• Aristotle, however, thought that matter was continuous, that 
there was no limit on how finely you could cut it up.  
•  In the twentieth century, the scientists studied about atom 
are Dalton, Rutherford, Planck, Einstein, Bohr and Schrödinger.  
 
1. Atomic Models  
1. Dalton’s Atomic Model 
In 1803 John Dalton proposed some ideas about atom; 
1. Atom or atom groups have all the characteristic properties of 
substances. 
2. Atoms of an element are completely identical. 
3. An atom is a filled sphere like a billiard ball. 
4. Different types of atoms have different masses. 
5. Atoms are the smallest unit of substances and cannot be 
further divided. 
6. Atoms form molecules in a definite numerical ratio.   
 
2. Thomson’s Atomic Model 
In 1897 J. J Thomson discovered the electron. 
1. Protons and electrons are charged particles.  
2. In neutral atoms since the number of electron and number of 
protons are equal, net charge is zero. 
3. An atom has a shape of sphere with 10

-8
 cm radius. Protons 

and electron are distributed in arbitrary positions. 
4. The mass of an electron is so small that it can be neglected.  
 
3. Rutherford’s Atomic Model 
In 1911 Ernest Rutherford discovered the nucleus and in 1919 

proton . He proposed -particle experiment. His ideas; 
1. There is a small positively charged, dense region called 
nucleus in an atom.  
2. The mass of the atom approximately equal to the mass of the 
protons and electrons.  
3. Protons are in the nucleus and electrons are distributed 
around nucleus.  
 
4. Bohr’s Atomic Model 
In 1913 Niels Bohr proposed places of electrons around the 
nucleus of atoms. He concluded his ideas as follows;  
1. Electrons are found in certain places so called “energy levels” 
or “shell” around nucleus with certain energies.  
2. Electrons move in each stationary state in circular paths. 
3. When an electron falls back to a lower energy level from a 
higher one, it emits a quantum of light that is equal to the 
energy difference between these two energy levels.  
4. The possible stationary energy levels of electrons are 

named either by letters, K, L, M, N, O ... or by positive integer 
numbers starting from the lowest energy level. These numbers 
are generally denoted by “n” where n = 1, 2, 3, ...  
 
Discovery of Neutron 
In 1930s James Chadwick thought that since protons have  
same charges in the nucleus and they found together, there  
must have been some neutral particles which hold protons  
together, then he called them “neutron”.   
 
2. Modern Atomic Model  
• Although Bohr’s model was valid for atoms of H or He

+1 
or Li

+2
, 

it did not work for atoms having more than one electron. But his 
ideas lead to a step forward in the development of modern 
atomic theory.  
• The pioneers to modern atomic theory are Lois de Broglie, 
Heisenberg and Schrödinger.  
• In 1924 Lois de Broglie proposed that small particles 
sometimes show wave-like properties.  
• In 1920 Werner Heisenberg stated his uncertainty principle 
which explains position of electrons.  
• Modern atomic theory explains the probability of finding 
electrons around the nucleus by virtue of quantum numbers and 
orbitals. 
• The quantum numbers are the integer numbers designating 
the energy levels of the electrons in an atom, and the orbitals 
are the probable regions in which the electrons might be found 
around the nucleus.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Comparison of Bohr’s Atomic Model and Modern Atomic Model  
 
3. Quantum Numbers  
Quantum numbers specify the address of each electron in an 
atom. There are four types of quantum numbers: 
1. Principal quantum number,  n    → energy level (shell) 
2. Secondary quantum number,  l     → subshell (s, p, d, f) 
3. Magnetic quantum number,  ml   → orbital 
4. Spin quantum number,  ms   → spin type of electron  
There are no two electrons in an atom that can have the same 
four quantum numbers. Each electron has a unique address, like 
a family living in a flat. This is Pauli's Exclusion Principle.  
1. The principal quantum number, n  
• determines the size and energy of an atom (larger n means 
bigger atoms and higher energy), 
•  can take an integer value n = 1, 2, 3, 4 ... or (K, L, M, N...), 
•   all electrons in an atom with the same value are said to 
belong to the same shell.  
2. Secondary quantum number, l  



 

 

•   determines the overall shape of the orbital within a shell 
•   affects orbital energies (bigger l = higher energy) 
•   all electrons in an atom with the same value of ‘l’ are said to 
belong to the same subshell  
•   has integer values between 0 and n-1 
•   may be called the “orbital angular momentum quantum 
number” 
3. Magnetic quantum number, ml  
•   determines the orientation of orbitals within a subshell  
•   does not affect orbital energy 
•   has integer values between -I and +I 
•   the number of ml values within a subshell is the number of 
orbitals within a subshell  
•   s, p, d and f subshells includes 1, 3, 5 and 7 orbitals 
respectively. 
4. Spin quantum number, ms  
• each orbital may contain two electrons at most 
• several experimental observations can be explained by 
treating the electron as though it were spinning 
•  spin affects the electron behave like a tiny magnet 
• spin can be clockwise (+1/2) or counterclockwise  
(-1/2) 
 
Example 1 
Find the values of quantum numbers for hydrogen atom. 
Solution 
Since H atom has one electron it is placed in 1

st
 energy level. 

n = 1, l = 0, ml = 0, ms = +1/2 or -1/2  
 
Example 2 
Show the values of possible quantum numbers for lithium 
atom.( 3Li) 
Solution 
n = 2,   l = 0, 1 ml = 0, -1, 0, +1      ms = +1/2 or -1/2 
 
4. Electron Configuration  
Pauli’s principle  
In 1925 Wolfgang Pauli stated his exclusion principle; 
• ‘In the same atom, two electrons may not have identical sets 
of all quantum numbers.’ 
• According to this principle, the quantum numbers, n, l, ml, and 
ms, can never be identical for two electrons in an atom. 
The Aufbau process 
The Aufbau principle basically states that the lowest energy 
orbitals are filled first.  
Hund’s Rule 
Hund’s rule states that;  
• the electrons are distributed among the orbitals of a subshell 
of the same energy in a way that gives the maximum number of 
unpaired electrons with parallel spin. 
The order of filling electrons in atomic orbitals, is roughly as 
follows; 
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Example 3 
Show the electron configuration and orbital notations of 1H and 

2He atoms. 
Solution 
 
 
 
Example 4 
Show the electron configuration and orbital notations of 6C and 

7N atoms. 
Solution 
 
 
 
 
Example 4 
Show the electron configuration and orbital notations of 10Ne 
and 11Na atoms. 
Solution 
 
 
 
 
Example 5 
Show the electron configuration and orbital notations of 16S

-2
 

and 13Al
+3

 ions. 
Solution 
 
 


